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**Abstract:** Sampson’s vision ‘of a moral, industrious, and substantial yeomanry, who will be improving cultivators, solvent tenants, loyal subjects, moral agents, and instructed Christians’ brings together the major strands of discourse and power in his works: theological, political, scientific, improving. His scientific catalogues were intended both as the harmonious expression of the plenitude of creation in his corner of the island and also as a foundation for resource management by the local proprietors. Along with his other scientific contributions in mineralogy and soils, they were intended to contribute to a green revolution *avant la lettre* that would support a restored Christian polity. His intent was to ‘reduce the provincial to the scientific’ as the foundation for improved agricultural practice. Even as this vision places the provincial as subaltern, the Linnaean catalogues’ power of naming, and Sampson’s irrepressible observations, restore some traces of lost foodscapes of rural Ireland, including the social distribution of foods and preferences in preparation and consumption. His copious naming of species and varieties creates the possibility for a few more living things to enter the ‘ark of taste’.

Sampson’s documentation of the provincial, even as it was being led back to scientific order and meaning, still preserves for us traces of foods and culinary practices outside the elite circles of improvers: a hidden foodscape that reveals aspects of non-elite foodways.

**Sampson’s Two Editions**

In 1800 the Dublin Society for the Improvement of Husbandry, Manufactures, and other Useful Arts, now the RDS, was authorized to undertake an agricultural survey in any or all counties with the goal of economic improvement. G.V. Sampson, rector of Aghanloo parish outside Limavady and member of the Royal Irish Academy since 1790, already had been for some time engaged in botanical and geological research, responded to the call. Framed around the Dublin Society’s suggestions for enquiry, his *Statistical Survey of the County of Londonderry with Observations on the Means for Improvement* is a genial assemblage of agricultural data from county gentlemen including varieties of crops and fruits grown, complete with quotations from Vergil’s *Georgics*; experimental notes on spring waters; meteorological observations; imports and exports from the port of Derry; rates of provisions; Linnaean catalogues; observations on the customs of the people, and more. Amusing touches such as his attempts to tame birds or his tame rooster who ate from the breakfast table and was ridden to his demise by Sampson’s little boys convey something of the personality sketched by those who knew him. His audience was both the Dublin Society and the gentlemen of the country, who ‘have the skill, power, and disposition’ to carry improvements into effect. His work was recognized by membership in the Geological Society of London.

In anticipation of charges that his work was too little theoretical, Sampson noted rather defensively that he preferred concrete particulars of agriculture in local settings rather than any abstract or theoretical generalizations. In the long run, the very heterogeneity of Sampson’s work has provided observational data for investigators in multiple fields, including fisheries, geology, and the history of agriculture. However, although historians of diet have used Sampson’s work, the more specifically culinary data that can be derived from his texts has received little consideration. By culinary data I mean details or commentary on food choice, preparation, or taste, which may also involve implicit or explicit class (i.e., power) distinctions.
Sampson’s first edition came to the attention of the Worshipful Company of Fishmongers, one of the London Companies. In 1809 they sent a delegation to inquire into the condition of their estates, and met with Sampson and other gentlemen of the area. The land in the county of Londonderry was unique among those in Ulster for having been redistributed at the Plantation among twelve of the London Companies, a number of adventurers, native freeholders, and the sea of Derry. The London Companies were largely absentee landlords until the nineteenth century, and the agricultural and economic development of the county suffered as a result. As the original long-term leases fell due in the course of the nineteenth century, the London Companies gradually reasserted themselves in the management of their estates. For this task, proper mapping and inventorying was essential.

In 1810 Sampson visited London and solicited support from the London Companies for a new edition of the county survey, whose selling point was an updated county map that could be used by the companies as a point of departure for their estate management. Thus the 1814 edition of the county survey was titled *A Memoir Explanatory of the Chart and Survey of the County of Londonderry* and was accompanied by a large-format county map. Subscribers included the Grand Jury and a number of London Companies. Changes from the first edition included an expanded introductory section on the history of the London Companies’ role in the county; a restructuring of materials to reduce the amount of specific local detail in favor of more systematic observations; and the addition of a concluding section of questions from the London Companies with Sampson’s answers regarding improvement. Finally, the later edition adds a theological framework that grounds the powers of nature, the powers of the Companies, and the powers of the state in the divine authority that subtends creation.

**Frames of Discourse and Power**

Sampson’s most direct and numerous comments on power occur in the sections regarding the history of the county and the London Companies. In consequence of the Crown having conquered Ulster by military power, the London companies were tasked with paying for part of it, and delegated the due powers to manage the land in what became the county of Londonderry. In a well-governed state, Sampson argues, those proprietors who cannot discharge their duties personally must appoint substitutes. Ireland, however, lacks the ‘just and reasonable subordination’ that bonds society together. ‘Considering this defect in a political point of view’, he continues, the absence of great proprietors leads to a power vacuum dangerous to civil order. As he develops this argument in subsequent sections, he urges that the London Companies find better intermediaries on the ground who will exercise benevolent, improving power on their estates.

Sampson sets an extended treatment of geology and soils, which are the substrates and preconditions for improved agriculture, within this political frame, to which he adds a theological one. In both editions he develops a vision of a dynamic earth, reshaped over ‘epocha’ by vulcanism and neptunism, upheavals and floods, which have created the county’s various soils. The latent power of the earth can be brought to its fullest abundance through further improvements such as soil amendment, crop rotation and the like. In a long passage that interweaves Biblical and scientific language, he unfolds the powers of creation according to the ‘sacred geologic historian’ in Genesis; the account grounds the mandate to improve the land.

The divine power energizes natural forces: it exerts a quickening ‘by omnipotent volition’ that ‘shoots forth the prime electric light’; ‘the chemic influence sublimed an ætherial meteoric fixture’; suspended exhalations performed ‘the behest of God’, dividing the waters. With the emergence of life forms comes utility and anthropocentrism, foundations for the discourse of improvement:

> The bountiful assignment of sterile forms to instantaneous utility — was [...] made manifest, when ‘the earth brought forth grass; the herb yielding seed; and the fruit-tree yielding fruit, after his kind’ [...] and, last and first, appears that Being, to whom was given both use and rule — alone induced to govern earth and to contemplate heaven. — ‘And God said, let us make man in our image — after our likeness!’

With man on the scene, the natural world becomes subject to his powers to use and to rule, to govern and to contemplate. Within this cosmic view Sampson describes a local environment that possesses the power to shape and be shaped for better or worse in all spheres — soils, crops and animals, economics, society. While noting improvements, he simultaneously catalogues environmental degradations and impact on wildlife and food systems resulting from invasive species or habitat destruction. The loss of woodland, especially oak, set in train other declines: woodland fauna — red deer, otter, marten, and wolves — had all disappeared. Honey and bees were not nearly as abundant as twenty years earlier. The wild goose was less common since the marshes were drained. Sheep were fewer due to the increase of tillage and grain, while rye was declining in mountain areas in favour of potatoes. Herring seemed to have deserted the coast. Meanwhile, non-native magpies, introduced within the last century, spread to become ‘a common nuisance’ and frogs, ‘imported in a luckless hour’, had ‘multiplied exceedingly to our discomfort’.

Man exerts his powers on the world around him in this realm of mutability, working at the boundary between geological processes and living nature to restore the natural world to utility and productivity. This is the world of the ‘provincial’, as Sampson terms it, the everyday world of the
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Catalogues

To describe an ordered creation, even if one in need of restoration, the Linnaean catalogue was an apt tool. It provided an orderly manifestation of the plentitude of created beings and allowed Sampson to carry out his project of bringing scientific arrangement and nomenclature to the provincial. Sampson had collected local plant specimens for his bortus siclus or herbarium prior to becoming involved in the Dublin Society’s survey (Survey, Appendix, p. 42); the survey provided the occasion for his developing it into ‘Catalogue of Some of the Most Remarkable Grasses and Plants Observed by the Author in the County of L. Derry.’ He so favoured Linnaean catalogues that in the 1814 Memoir he expanded his catalogues of plants, fish and fowl and moved the plant catalogue from the appendix to the main text. The catalogues are arranged by order, genus, and species, with both Latin and common names, and Sampson’s observations. Taxonomies function like the formal ordering of a classical garden, placing living beings in an ordered array. In Sampson’s observations, however, provincial detail and his personal taste push themselves through the lattice of hierarchical naming. While Sampson occasionally quotes Boate’s part legendary, part empirical natural history, a work key to the literature of improvement in the eighteenth century, his own approach is both more scientific and more generous toward locally-derived knowledge and practice. His catalogues thus embody the ideological power of the Protestant ascendency (scientific, improving, Anglican), yet create openings for the local foodways of disempowered inhabitants.

Catalogue of Plants

In this vein, Sampson’s catalogue of plants embeds numerous remarks on the culinary uses of wild foods. Greens used in or as salads include chickweed, Alsine media, ‘the young shoots equal to spinach in spring’, and Atriplax hastata, lamb’s quarters. Borago officinalis, borage, he notes, ‘when young, a good salad, tastes like cucumber; used for cool cups’ (Memoir, pp. 154–56). The local people — ‘country people’ or ‘farmers’ in Sampson’s usage — may have used it as a salad, but cool cups (an alcoholic summer drink) would mostly have been the province of the gentry. The young stems of comfrey, Symphytum officinale, he considered ‘a dainty, when boiled’ (p. 167). However, his gently ironic note on ramps suggest that the delicacy intrinsic to dainties was lost on the locals:

*Allium ursinum*, Ramson called ramps by the farmers […] has a powerful taste of onions; pollutes milk, if eaten by cows; […] the country people eat it, both as a medicine and a dainty’ (p. 155, emphasis Sampson’s).

The irony that Sampson directs toward rural gastronomy in this passage has taken an interesting historical twist, as ramps are currently a rare and expensive ‘dainty’ in trendy restaurants in the United States. Another piece of pleasant eating, in Sampson’s view, was *Bunium bulbocastanum*, earthnut; called, provincially, pig-nut, very common in woods, pastures, &c.; the root is very grateful; in some countries, it is said to be offered as a dessert’ (p. 156).

Foraging the landscape gave some measure of economic power to the collectors and the middlemen who arranged for export of items like Sinapis nigra, black mustard, which grew along the ditches in the fertile region of Myroe; it was both used in the country and exported to England (Survey, p. 201). The comments on burdock not only document how wild foods were used and served, but also remind us that trade with the Americas through the port of Derry brought in non-native foodstuffs like sarsaparilla: *Atriplex hastata*, burdock, before flowering, the stems eat like asparagus, if boiled; if raw, they may be eaten with oil and vinegar; the roots are equal to sarsaparilla’ (ibid., Appendix, p. 14). The more complete catalogue of 1814 contains foods that could be gleaned from the landscape: strawberries, elderberries, raspberries, bramble ‘called blackberries’, ‘makes a good wine, every schoolboy knows its sweetness’, crab tree (*Pyrus malus*) and whortleberries or bilberries (*Vaccinium* spp.), blueberries). Mushrooms, wild turnip, well-known house-leck, and horseradish were also found, as well as Daucus carota, wild carrot: ‘the country people esteem it a good diuretic’ (Memoir, pp. 155–59, 166–70).

Very interesting from the point of view of moral and economic concerns over the introduction of tea to Ireland’s laboring classes is the comment that Veronica officinalis, male speedwell, was ‘a substitute for tea’. That implies that by the early nineteenth century tea was sufficiently known and esteemed in rural areas that country people sought out inexpensive substitutes in the landscape.
The uses of plants in food applications are also noted. Examples include: *Galium verum*, yellow-lady’s bedstraw, ‘called cheese-rennet, because it curdles milk’; *Tanacetum vulgare*, yellow tansy, ‘flesh-meat, when rubbed with the juice of it, will not be touched by flies’; mugwort, *Artemisia vulgaris*, restores sour beer; centaury, *Chironia centauereum*, ‘is a substitute for hops’ (*Memoir*, pp. 160, 167, 155, 157).

### Catalogues of Birds and Fish

Sampson’s statement that he will catalogue ‘the fowls of the air, and the fishes of the sea, according to the most obvious series and arrangement’ neatly epitomizes his intertwining of the scientific and theological approaches to inventorying creation (*Memoir*, p. 171). There are fewer culinary observations in the section on birds than in those on plants or fish: possibly the very abundance of birds such as the mallard in the wetlands around Lough Foyle rendered comment superfluous. Indeed, the first comment on edibility attaches to the rook, *Corvus frugilegus*, ‘not eaten, as in England’. *Anas anser*, goose, along with bacon, is the ‘principal flesh-meat of the country people, at times of festival’. The barnacle goose, long controverted in Irish natural history, sports a long quotation from Boate on why its flesh is sweet (pp. 171–73). *Widgeon, Anas penelops*, is ‘very plentiful and of excellent flavour’ and sold for 1 to 2 shillings the pair; teal, *Anas crecca*, sold for the same. The least sandpiper, *Tringa fraxineus*, is considered a dainty, while the flesh of the grey plover, *Tringa*, ‘is esteemed’. The fieldfare’s (*Turdus pilaris*) flesh is delicate and the bunting, *Emberiza miliaria*, is ‘called the Irish ortellan [sic] from the delicious flavour of its flesh’ (pp. 174–75).

Seafood is often overlooked in histories of Irish food because it was poor peoples’ food (*bia bocht*). Sampson not only catalogues a wide range of fish caught and sold commercially, but also tags many of them with culinary notes and decided opinions in both the *Survey* and *Memoir*. Skate, *Raja batis*, we learn, was ‘generally eaten cold with vinegar; the fins only used’ and called in Irish *calliogh*, while the flesh of sturgeon, *Accipenser sturio*, ‘eats like veal’.

The dogfish, *Squalus acanthias*, Irish *gubboch*, was ‘not eaten’ though the smooth hound-fish, *S. mustelus*, was ‘sometimes eaten’. The plentiful haddock was sold in the markets from 6d to 1s 1d. Cod, *Gadus morhus*, was eaten across the social scale, being ‘salted by the gentry and country people about Christmas, as part of their winter store’. Ling, *Gadus molva*, was also in common use, though ‘not used till salted’ (*Survey*, pp. 334–37). The poor, however, ‘who want [lack] butter, prefer herrings [to ling] as more abundant in palatable oil’ (*Memoir*, p. 179). No place was better supplied with turbot than Londonderry (p. 180). Sea bream, *Sparus pagrus*, ‘not bad on the table’ in 1802 (p. 339) was in 1814 ‘not so distinguished for the table’; called in Irish *merron roe or ruagh* (p. 180). White trout is ‘a fine fish’ while red trout ‘a good fish for the table’. Halibut he thought ‘much inferior in flavour to the turbot’ while flounder is ‘particularly delicious near the Bann’. Eels were sold fresh in local markets, and were salted for winter use in place of herrings (*Memoir*, pp. 180–81*, 243). Lampreys were ‘reckoned a delicacy, when fresh, and potted for sale in other countries’ (*Survey*, p. 335).

The catalogues of birds and fish reveal a much broader foodscape than that glimpsed in the works of a contemporary observer such as John Gamble, who paid more attention to recording food he encountered in his travels than most. To the extent that Sampson’s culinary notes reflect personal tastes, they reveal an enthusiastic omnivore who did not scorn fish as a low-class food, even if he brought markers of class to his expressions of enjoyment for fowl (‘delicate’, ‘dainty’). To the extent that his notes represent what other gentlemen of the county ate, they were blessed with variety and quality of provisions on their doorsteps. Finally, to the extent that they reveal Irish names or preferences of country people, farmers, or the poor, the catalogues document customary foodways among ordinary people that comprise a range of local foods and preparations.

### Lists of Fruit

Sampson’s cataloguing impulse extends to horticultural plants as well as to native flora. The apple lists, which appear only in the 1802 *Survey*, provide a valuable snapshot of varieties then in cultivation in the county’s north. These would have been planted earlier than 1800 in order to have been bearing at the time of writing. In a numbered list, Sampson provides the common name and sometimes details about appearance and culinary properties of apples found in the orchards near his own farm in Aghanloo parish:

- Belly-fatten; a large baking winter apple, much lobed or striated on its surface.
- Longford permin; well known.
- Golden russet; ditto.
- Lady’s beauty; so called from its colours.
- Lady’s finger; from its shape.
- Lemon pippin; well-known everywhere; scarce in L. Derry.
- Wine-apple; from its dark-red colour; not good.
- Bergamo; summer, autumn, winter, and royal (*Survey*, pp. 437–38).

To these Sampson lists additional varieties found in orchards in the vicinity of Limavady:

- White russet; well known.
- Brown ditto; ditto.
- Tancred; a baking apple, called from its shape [probably therefore “Tankard”].
- Tom chestnut; a small eating apple.
- Gennetin; early.
- Eve; ditto.
- Fox’s whelp; large red and white.
- Codling; well known.
- Kentish codling; a variety.
- Non-parceil.
• Clack-melon.
• American nonesuch. 41
• Madam Gorge (p. 439).

Pear types in the same area of the county included Jargonelle, Autumn Bergamo, Winter Bergamo, Red Catharine, Cressane, Bonne Chrétienne, Cuisse de dame, Green Chizzle, and Stony Pear, ‘all well known’. In addition to pears, Sampson notes that typical orchard fruit includes ‘plumbs, damascenes, &c.’ (ibid.).

Thus, in a remote corner of the island, the fruit larders of the rural gentry show nearly two dozen apple varieties cultivated from stock originating in England, France and America before 1800, as well as at least nine pear types. Sampson believed that orchards were the province of English settlements, or of long tenures in the case of ordinary farmers (Survey, p. 438). In either case, the ability to indulge in a developed taste for fruit varieties went hand in hand with a taste for improvement and rested on the socioeconomic power to plant for the long term that fruit production requires. The catalogue is thus perhaps a statement to the cultivated gentlemen of the Dublin Society that the provinces were not so bad, pomologically speaking; it was an assertion of status, and thus of power. 42 Sampson’s catalogue may have an additional power as well: in an era of climate change and species disappearance, any surviving trees of these sorts may provide desirable characteristics for contemporary needs. 43

Potatoes

No consideration of food and power in an agricultural survey would be complete without the potato. In 1814 Sampson correctly projected the growth of the Irish population to eight million in roughly the next twenty years (Memoir, p. 186). Already in 1802 he had noted where pressure was pushing out rye cultivation in favour of potatoes (Survey, p. 301). His concern for increasing the ‘vegetative power’ of the land through shell ing, liming, ashes, composting and so on was aimed at increasing productivity to keep up with the population’s needs. For the cottier, ‘potatoes are the staff of life, and the loom and the wheel pay for the misfortunes of the plough’ (Memoir, p. 306). Thus he carefully documents the varieties used in different places within the county, as well as the varieties going in and out of use between 1802 and 1814. Regarding potatoes commonly grown in 1802, he summarizes:

The varieties of potato are so many, and the names too arbitrary, for enumerating. We reckon the earliest to be the pink-eyed kidney, known as Rookeyes [elsewhere rookins]; the next either the white dwarf fairy or white flat. The main crops are white peters, red peters, Scotch greys, blacks, English reds, etc.; the varieties allied to the old apple potatoe [sic] are certainly the best keepers, but not plentiful (provincially birtby) in the ground (p. 184).

Sampson’s listed potato varieties include the well-regarded types of the eighteenth century. 44 The apple potato, introduced in the mid-eighteenth century and already called ‘old’ by Sampson in 1802, is now extremely rare. Ladies’ fingers, mentioned in both 1802 and 1814 and said to be an early variety, are perhaps one of the types above under another name (Memoir, p. 298). English reds, which in 1802 were just coming in (p. 129), were by 1814 ‘highly approved’ (p. 248). Scotch leckies, unmentioned in 1802, were ‘coming into vogue’ in 1814 (p. 248). The Lumper potato, so famous in connection with the Famine, is nowhere mentioned by that name. Most of Sampson’s types did not survive the famine, or at least are no longer identifiable by his names.

Conclusion

This review of Sampson’s hidden foodscape has touched upon only a few of the many approaches to cul tural history possible using his works. 45 Certainly it expands our view of diet in the county as documented by Crawford using sources from the 1830s. 46 Perhaps the most dramatic claim for the power of the clergymen’s work has been made by J.S. Curl, who argues that the reforms urged by Sampson, and put into place by the Fishmongers and others on their Londonderry estates, helped avert the worst consequences of the Famine in that county. 47

Sampson’s vision ‘of a moral, industrious, and substantial yeomanry, who will be improving cultivators, solvent tenants, loyal subjects, moral agents, and instructed Christians’ (Memoir, p. 359) brings together the major strands of discourse and power in his works: theological, political, scientific, improving. His scientific catalogues were intended both as the harmonious expression of the plentitude of creation in his corner of the island and also as a foundation for resource management by the local proprietors. Along with his other scientific contributions in mineralogy and soils, they were intended to contribute to a green revolution avant la lettre that would support a restored Christian polity. Even as this vision places the provincial as subaltern (Memoir, p. 333), the catalogues’ power of naming, and Sampson’s irrepressible observations, restore some traces of lost foodscape of rural Ireland, including the social distribution of foods and preferences in preparation and consumption.

His copious naming of species and varieties creates the possibility for a few more living things to enter the ‘ark of taste’. 48 For some of these animal and plant varieties, the ark of taste has already sailed and they are irretrievably gone. Others may still be hiding in the landscape, awaiting re-identification and evaluation for their potential contributions to the resiliency of our food systems in the face of rapid climate change. 49 We owe this remarkable polymath our gratitude for his textual ark that has saved so much for us to contemplate and use.
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